The notion of a quasi-hereditary algebra has been introduced by E. Cline, B. Parshall and L. Scott [7, 2, 5] in order to describe the so-called highest weight categories arising in the representation theory of Lie algebras and algebraic groups. Quasi-hereditary algebras are defined by the existence of a suitable chain of ideals, and the finite dimensional hereditary algebras are typical examples. In [3] , also finite dimensional algebras of global dimension 2 are shown to be quasi-hereditary. Thus, the Auslander algebras are quasi-hereditary. Recall that the Auslander algebras A can be constructed in the following way. Let R be a representation-finite finite dimensional algebra; then A is the endomorphism algebra End(Af fl ), where M is a finite dimensional /{-module such that every indecomposable /{-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of M. We are going to introduce the notion of a splitting filtration on the class of all indecomposable /{-modules and show that in this way we obtain a heredity chain of ideals of A (see the definition below). Usually, there exist many splitting filtrations for a given R. Examples of splitting filtrations can be obtained from the Rojter measure, used by A. V. Rojter in his proof of the first Brauer-Thrall conjecture [6] , or from the preprojective and preinjective partitions, introduced by M. Auslander and S. Smalo in [1] .
is a split monomorphism, or else (b) VeaddJt t , and there is a decomposition V = bM® V such that M is not a direct summand of V, and such that
is a split epimorphism.
We shall see below that there are usually many splitting filtrations for a given R. Note that the concept of a splitting filtration is self-dual. If J( Q c M x £ ... <=, M m is a splitting filtration of ind R, and (mod R) op is identified with a module category mod R' (where R' = End (Q R ) op for some finitely generated injective cogenerator Q R ), then Jt°o p c ^TJp c ... c ^J * is a splitting filtration of indi?'. We shall use the following criterion for verifying that a chain of subsets of ind R is a splitting filtration. PROPOSITION For the convenience of the reader, we state the dual result. PROPOSITION In the remainder of this section, let us exhibit some examples of splitting filtrations.
The Rojter filtration.
In his proof of the first Brauer-Thrall conjecture for finite dimensional algebras, A. V. Rojter [6] used a specific ordering of the indecomposable modules. This procedure (or rather its dual) was formalized by P. Gabriel [4] by introducing the notion of the Rojter measure p{X) for any object in a length category: The filtrations corresponding to the preinjective partition. These are defined in the same way. Again, we use the ordering given by this partition, and refine it in order that the length condition (1') is satisfied.
Let us remark that these four kinds of filtrations are, in general, distinct. Consider a hereditary algebra of type A 3 with one simple projective and two simple injective modules: its Auslander-Reiten quiver is of the following form. Given a splitting filtration M o ^ jjf ± c ... c ^m ) it may or may not be the case that the subcategories add M t , 0 < t < m, are closed under submodules, or under factor modules. In the case when a splitting filtration is given by Proposition 1 (such as the Rojter filtration, or any filtration derived from the preinjective partition), these subcategories are closed under submodules. Dually, in the case when a splitting filtration is given by Proposition 1* (such as the dual Rojter filtration, or any filtration derived from the preprojective partition), these subcategories are closed under factor modules. The example above (a hereditary algebra of type A 3 with one simple projective and two simple injective modules) shows that in general there will not exist any splitting filtration M o ^ M x ^ ... ?= M m such that all add M t are closed both under submodules and factor modules.
The main theorem
As before, R is a semiprimary ring of finite representative type. Let A be the endomorphism ring End(© X) of the direct sum of all XeindR. Thus A is a basic Auslander algebra (and any basic Auslander algebra can be obtained in this way).
THEOREM. Let M^ £ M x <=,... £ M m be a splitting filtration of ind R. Let J t be the set of all endomorphisms in A which factor through a module in add Jt t , \ ^ t ^m. Then is a heredity chain of A.
Proof Given YeindR, we denote by e{Y) the endomorphism of ©A' which projects canonically © X onto Y. Thus, the elements e(X), Xe ind R, form a set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents of A. Of course, A is basic: for different modules X, Yin indR, the idempotents e(X) and e(Y) are non-equivalent.
Note that for X, YeindR, we can identify e(X)Ae(Y) with Hom R (Y,X). If AT is the radical of A, e(X)Ne(Y)
is the set of non-invertible maps from Y to X. The ideal J t is generated by the set of all e(X) with XeM t ; thus J t is an idempotent ideal. Let 1 ^ / < m, and consider the residue ring A = A/J t _ v The residue class of cue A will be denoted by a; a similar notation will be used for subsets of A. It will be convenient to denote J t by J, and write e = Y^xejt e (X)\ thus, J = AeA. Clearly, / i s idempotent. Furthermore, note that JNJ = 0. For, given X, YeJt t , e(X)Ne(Y) is the set of non-invertible maps Y-* X, and these, by condition (1) 
Similarly, the second term can be rewritten as follows:
The lemma is established. Now, we are ready to finish the proof that g i = 0. We use the lemma for M = M v As in the lemma, the inclusions M x -> c x M x are denoted by i p the projections c x M x -> M x by e p 1 ^y ^ c x . In the tensor product
Since a a a) and c o^ belong to J t _ x , we see that both right-hand terms become zero in e{X)Ae x ® e j g e x Ae(Y). Thus g x = 0. The proof of the theorem is complete.
EXAMPLE. The following illustration of the theorem may be found useful. Let R be the path algebra of 7 modulo the ideal generated by {a 2 ,a/?-/fy,y 2 }. The algebra R possesses nine indecomposable modules which may be easily displayed in the Auslander-Reiten quiver as follows (here the two vertical dashed lines indicate the identification). 
